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Numerology is a fascinating study of your name and birth date and how it impacts your 

present life’s journey.  To help you understand the amazing power of numbers in your life or 

the life of others, I offer a variety of numerology readings that enlighten and encourage:   

• Complete Life Chart: This is a 16-18 page chart reading based on your full birth name and 

birth date. In it you will discover your core numbers and how they impact your life. It 

describes “why you are, who you are,” your destiny, mission and purpose in this life, 

your soul’s urge, personality, karmic numbers and much more. A Complete Life Chart also 

includes a one year personal numerological forecast. 

• Yearly Forecast: This is a 10-13 page chart reading, also based on your full birth name and 

birth date. A yearly forecast includes the energies that are operating for you in any given 

year. It will indicate opportunities and challenges that you can expect to experience and 

ways to work with the energies, not against them. 

• Compatibility Chart: A numerological reading based on the full birth name and birth date 

of two people.  It describes your numbers of compatibility and the challenges you may 

experience within your relationship. 

• One page Numerological “Core Numbers” chart:  Based on your full birth name and birth 

date, this one page chart is an interpretation of the four most important and impactful 

numbers in your life. It also includes a brief overview of the upcoming year.  

• 11x 14 Framed Baby, Teen, Adult, or Birthday numerology charts: Based on the full birth 

name and birth date, a framed chart is a narrative of an individual’s positive character 

traits and areas of most likely success 

• 11x 14 Framed Wedding & Anniversary chart: A numerological reading based on the full 

birth name and birth date of two people, describing the positive characteristics of each 

individual and how they complement one another. 

 

The Big Picture - A note about the Complete Life Chart or Yearly Forecast:  Numerology is a 

fascinating study of your name and birth date and how it impacts your present life’s journey. 

Here are some of the benefits of a having a personal numerology reading; First, it serves as a 

type of blueprint for this life’s experience. Secondly, it will reveal your talents, challenges, 

opportunities and mission in this lifetime. There is also the forecasting area of your chart that 

details the opportunities and the challenges that the yearly vibrations attract. 

 



Generally speaking, most people are interested in the bottom line or “what’s happening in my 

life right now” or “what’s going to happen.” Although your chart will indicate those aspects, 

often with amazing accuracy, in the final analysis, please bear in mind that we direct the flow of 

energy towards the outcome of any situation by the choices and decisions we make. 

I know this may sound like a paradox, so let me offer this explanation; It is my belief that our 

course in life is set or predestined -- meaning that no matter what, in this particular incarnation 

we are going from point A to Point B. Along this journey we will encounter situations and 

relationships that were predestined and which offer us the opportunity to grow spiritually. So in 

effect over our entire life within these predestined situations, we exercise our free will by way of 

the choices that we make. 

This is how we grow spiritually (well...hopefully) within these experiences. So, the question we 

might ask ourselves is always the same: “What do I need to learn from this experience and is this 

something that is a repeat pattern in my life?” Thereafter the question becomes; “will I learn 

from this experience and move on” or “do I choose to keep repeating the same issues over and 

over again?” It is always our choice. After all, the Universe (or God) has plenty of time to play 

this game (actually all of eternity!). It is a good reminder that at every moment we are choosing, 

and every choice co creates our future. 


